
Blood Circuits and the Heart (L1)

Compare the
systemic and
pulmonary blood
circuits, and
briefly describe
unusual features
of venous
drainage from the
gut

Pulmonary and systemic circuits

● Pumps eject blood into high pressure arteries that supply capillary beds
● Capillary beds are where exchange for Oxygen and CO2 & nutrients for waste

products takes place
● After exchange in the capillary beds has finished, blood then flows into LP veins back

to the right pump (ventricle)

Pulmonary Circuit
● Carries deoxygenated blood that goes to the lungs to get more oxygen
● Contains 9% of total blood volume
● Medium pressure obtained because there is medium resistance

Systemic Circuit
● Carries oxygenated blood that goes to the body
● Made of many systems (nervous, renal, musculoskeletal, etc)
● Larger circuit than pulmonary
● Contains 84% of blood volume
● Veins in systemic circuit hold ¾ of 84% and therefore act as a reservoir for blood
● Lots of vessels means more resistance between blood flow and between the walls of

vessels, therefore has high resistance and pressure
● Hepatic portal vein

○ Veins take blood from one system to the heart
○ Hepatic portal veins go from gut wall → liver and not back to the heart
○ Liver has a dual blood supply from the liver and hepatic arteries

Blood Volume
● 84% BV in the systemic circuit (¾ systemic veins)
● 9% BV in the pulmonary circuit
● 7% BV in the heart
● Ave person has 5L of total blood volume
● Ventricles pump 5L/min
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Describe in a
logical sequence
the events of the
cardiac cycle
including:
-impulse
propagation by
the conduction
system
-volumes and
pressures in the
chambers and
great vessels
-valve openings
and closures
-heart sounds

The Cardiac Cycle

1. Ventricular Filling
➔ This phase commences as pressure in the ventricle drops below that

in the atrium.
➔ The mitral valve opens quietly and blood enters the ventricle.
➔ The ventricle will fill to about 80% of its capacity during this phase

2. Atrial Contraction
➔ The left atrium contracts to complete the filling of the ventricle.
➔ The rise in atrial pressure is small for two reasons
➔ Firstly the atrial muscle layer is thin and secondly there are no

valves where the pulmonary veins enter and therefore nothing to prevent
backflow into the veins.

3. Isovolumetric ventricular contraction (systole)
➔ The ventricle begins to contract.
➔ Blood within it lifts backwards towards the atrium and the mitral valve

closes (lubb).
➔ Ventricular pressure is still below that in the aorta so the aortic valve

remains closed (atrial P < vent P ↑ < arterial P).
➔ For this brief period of rising pressure the ventricle is isolated from

the rest of the circulation, with both its inlet and outlet valves closed.

4. Ventricular ejection
➔ Systole continues, but now ventricular pressure exceeds aortic

pressure and the aortic valve cusps open quietly.
➔ Blood leaves the ventricle.
➔ Because blood is ejected into the aorta faster than it can run-off into

the distributing arteries, the pressure in the ventricle and aorta continues to
rise steeply; but later in this phase the rate of ejection falls below the rate of

runoff, and aortic and ventricular pressures level-off and then begin to decrease.

5. Isovolumetric ventricular relaxation (diastole)
➔ The ventricle relaxes; as it does so ventricular pressure drops

suddenly, flow reverses in the aorta and the aortic valve closes (dubb) as
blood tries to re-enter the ventricle.
➔ The mitral valve is closed because ventricular pressure, although

falling, still exceeds atrial pressure (atrial P < vent P ↓ < arterial P).
➔ For a brief period the ventricle is again isolated from the rest of the

circulation.
➔ When this phase is completed the heart re-enters the stage of ventricular filling.

Repolarization occurs where the cardiac muscle fibres relax
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○ If you stand up alot, you aren’t using your muscle pumps so venous return is
poor (e.g guards)

○ If the blood isn’t going up the heart, then the heart can’t supply blood to the
brain and then you faint

Provide a simple
explanation or
drawing of the
two coronary
arteries

Coronary arteries
● Group of muscular arteries
● Important for keeping the heart alive
● Unable to use diffusion of blood inside the heart to keep the cells of the heart alive
● LV has so much muscle it can’t use diffusion and RV has deoxygenated blood so it

can’t use this blood
● Therefore a system of vessels is needed that takes blood from the heart and supply

the muscle cells in the heart
● Coronary arteries are connected to little holes in the aorta below the aortic valve,

these holes direct blood during ventricular diastole where blood flows down from the
aorta into the ventricle and blood is directed into the aortic arteries by the cusps.

● This means high pressure oxygenated blood goes to the heart itself because the heart
is so metabolically active

Arteriosclerosis
● The coronary vessels are only the size of a matchstick, therefore prone to a disease

that affects these muscular arteries (arteriosclerosis)
● Atherosclerosis is a form of arteriosclerosis where you have a build up of fatty plaques

inside the vessels
● High cholesterol diet increases the rate of atherosclerosis, if vessels start to close,

then blood flow can’t get to the heart and the cells in the heart won't get enough O2
● Cells that start to run out of oxygen is called ischaemia felt as pain in the chest

(ingina)
● Cells completely run out of oxygen and die= myocardial infarction (death of tissue) or

heart attack
● Depending where the blockage is, it determines the structures it affects (e.g upstream

blockage affects everything downstream)
● Survival of heart attacks depends on where the blockage was and how bad it was
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○ Varicosities release noradrenaline that causes vasoconstriction
● CNS (ANS) is on all the time producing some output of SN activity and sets a degree

of tension on arterioles all the time
● If you block sympathetic activity, blood pressure will decrease as arterioles aren’t

under a degree of tone and are vasodilated
● You don't faint when you stand up because you increase TPR (as well as HR and SV)

Redirection of Blood Flow
● CNS causes vasoconstriction in arterioles of certain organs that can redirect blood

flow to other organs
● When you exercise:

○ vasodilation in lower limbs occurs
○ HR and SV increases
○ vasoconstriction via SNS to areas not involved in exercise such as kidney and

gut
○ renal blood flow decreases as blood flow redirected to organs that need it

more
● Output isn't always vasoconstriction, you can change blood flow to different organs
● Reducing flow to organs allows blood flow to go to other organs
● This means other organs can have vasodilation to allow more flow through (control BP

on a daily basis)

Specific Inputs & Outputs
● Chemical receptors (where input comes from)

○ Proprioceptors
○ Baroreceptors (fast receptors)
○ Chemoreceptors

● Output effectors
○ Decreased HR
○ Increased HR
○ BV

Hormonal path/ regulation of BP
● Angiotensin II
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